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ABSTRACT: Special calorimeters are needed to instrument the very forward region of an ILC de-
tector. These devices will improve the hermeticity being important for new particle searches. A
luminometer is foreseen to measure the rate of low angle Bhabha scattering with a precision better
than 10−3. A calorimeter adjacent to the beam-pipe will be hit by a large amount of beamstrahlung
remnants. The amount and shape of these depositions will allow a fast luminosity estimate and
the determination of beam parameters. However, the sensorsmust be extremely radiation hard.
Finely segmented and very compact calorimeters will match the requirements. Due to the high
occupancy fast front-end electronics is needed. The designof the calorimeters developed and op-
timised with Monte Carlo simulations is presented. Sensorsand readout electronics ASICS have
been designed and prototypes are available. Results on the performance of these major components
are summarised.
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1. Challenges

Two specialised calorimeters are foreseen in the very forward region of the ILC detector - LumiCal
for the precise measurement of the luminosity and BeamCal for a fast estimate of the luminosity
and to control beam parameters [1]. Both will also improve the hermeticity of the detector. To
support beam-tuning a pair-monitor will be positioned justin front of BeamCal.

LumiCal will measure the luminosity using Bhabha scattering, e+e− → e+e−(γ), as a gauge
process. To match the physics benchmarks, an accuracy of better than 10−3 is needed at a centre-of-
mass energy of 500 GeV [2]. For the GigaZ option, an accuracy of 10−4 would be required [3]. To
ensure these accuracies, a precision device is needed, withparticularly challenging requirements
on the mechanics and position control.

BeamCal is positioned just outside the beam-pipe. A large amount of low energy electron-
positron pairs originating from beamstrahlung will deposit their energy in BeamCal. These depo-
sitions, useful for a bunch-by-bunch luminosity estimate and the determination of beam parame-
ters [4], will lead, however, to a radiation dose of several MGy per year in the sensors at lower
polar angles. Hence radiation hard sensors are needed to instrument BeamCal. A pair monitor,
consisting of a layer of pixel sensors positioned just in front of BeamCal, will measure the density
of beamstrahlung pairs and give additional information forthe beam parameter determination.

All detectors in the very forward region have to tackle relatively high occupancy, requiring
special front-end (FE) electronics.

A small Moliere radius is of importance for both calorimeters. It ensures high energy electron
veto capability for BeamCal even at small polar angles, being essential to suppress background in
searches for new particles where the signature is large missing energy and momentum. In LumiCal
the precise reconstruction of electron and positron showers of Bhabha events is facilitated.

Figure 1: The very forward region of the ILD detector. LumiCal, BeamCal and LHCal are carried
by the support tube for the final focusing quadrupole and the beam-pipe. TPC denotes the central
track chamber, ECAL the electromagnetic and HCAL the hadroncalorimeter.
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2. Design of the Very Forward Region

A sketch of the very forward region of the ILD detector [2], asan example, is shown in Fig-
ure 1. LumiCal and BeamCal are designed as cylindrical sensor-tungsten sandwich electromag-
netic calorimeters. Both consist of 30 absorber disks of 3.5mm thickness, each corresponding
to one radiation length, interspersed with sensor layers. Each sensor layer is segmented radially
and azimuthally in pads. Front-end ASICs are positioned at the outer radius of the calorimeters.
LumiCal is positioned inside and aligned with the end-cap electromagnetic calorimeter. BeamCal
is placed just in front of the final focus quadrupole. BeamCalcovers polar angles between 5 and
40 mrad and LumiCal between 31 and 77 mrad.

Colliding beams enter the interaction point, IP, with a crossing angle of 14 mrad. Both
calorimeters are centered around the outgoing beam. In the design of BeamCal a hole for the
incoming beam-pipe is foreseen.

2.1 LumiCal Simulation Studies

The cross section of Bhabha scattering can be calculated precisely from theory. In leading order it
reads:

dσB

dθ
=

2πα2
em

s
sinθ

sin4(θ/2)
≈ 32πα2

em

s
1

θ3 , (2.1)

whereθ is the polar angle of the scattered electron with respect to the beam. The approximation
holds at smallθ .

Counting the number of Bhabha events, NB, in a certainθ -range, the luminosity,L, is obtained
as:

L =
NB

σB
. (2.2)

Because of the steepθ dependence of the cross section, as illustrated in Figure 2a, the most critical
quantity to control when counting Bhabha events is the inneracceptance radius of the calorimeter,
defined as the lower cut in the polar angle. Hence we need a verypreciseθ measurement. Fur-
thermore, theθ -range must be chosen such that the amount of Bhabha events measured ensures
the necessary statistical accuracy. Choosing the lower bound of the polar angle between 40 and 60
mrad the latter requirement can be easily reached, as illustrated in Figure 2b. Here a Bhabha event
sample generated with the BHWIDE generator [5] is used.

Electromagnetic showers are simulated in LumiCal using theGEANT4 [6] based package
Mokka [7]. The depositions in each sensor pad are recorded, and a reconstruction of the shower is
performed. The position of an electromagnetic shower in LumiCal is reconstructed by performing
a weighted average over the depositions on individual pads.The weight,Wi , of a given detector
pad i is determined by logarithmic weighting [8], for whichWi = max{ 0 , C + ln(Ei/Etot )}.
Here Ei refers to the individual pad energy, Etot is the total energy in all pads, andC is a constant.
In this way, only pads which contain a sufficient fraction of the shower energy contribute to the
reconstruction. The polar angle resolution,σθ , and a polar angle measurement bias,∆θ , are defined
as the Gaussian width and the central value of the differencebetween the reconstructed and the
generated polar angles. There is an optimal value forC , for whichσθ is minimal [9, 10].

Non-zero values of∆θ are due to the non-linear signal sharing on finite size pads with gaps
between them. The bias and the resolution in the polar angle measurement depend on the polar
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Figure 2: (a) Dependence ofdσB/dθ , the differential Bhabha cross-section, on the polar angle, θ ,
at
√

s= 500 GeV. The dashed lines mark the fiducial volume of LumiCal,41< θ f < 67 mrad. (b)
Dependence of the statistical uncertainty in counting the number of Bhabha events,(∆L/L)stat, on
the minimal polar angle,θmin, which defines the lower edge of the fiducial volume. The upperlimit
is kept at 67 mrad.

angle pad size. The bias causes a shift in the luminosity measurement, since events may migrate
into or out of the fiducial volume. This shift is expressed as

(

∆L

L

)

rec
≈ 2

∆θ
θ f

min

. (2.3)

Figure 3a shows the relative shift in the luminosity as a function of the polar angular pad size, lθ ,
using the optimal value ofC . For lθ < 2 mrad the shift in the luminosity measurement is smaller
than 10−3. As the baseline for the design we have chosen lθ = 0.8 mrad, which corresponds to
64 radial divisions of the sensor. For this segmentation thepolar angle resolution and bias amount
to σθ = (2.2± 0.01)×10−2 and∆θ = (3.2± 0.1)×10−3 mrad, respectively. The relative shift in
the luminosity is(∆L/L)rec = 1.6×10−4.

The polar angle bias needs careful understanding by test-beam measurements using sensors
finally chosen for the calorimeter. Once its value is known, acorrection can be applied to the
luminosity measurement. The uncertainty of the luminositymeasurement is then given by the
uncertainty of the measured bias which may be smaller than the shift itself. The value of 1.6×10−4

can therefore be considered as an upper bound on the relativeluminosity bias.

Using 30 radiation length of tungsten as an absorber high energy electrons and photons deposit
almost all of their energy in the detector. Defining fiducial cuts on the minimal and maximal
reconstructed polar angles of the particles used for the luminosity measurement prevents events
with shower leakage through the edges of LumiCal.

The relative energy resolution,σE/EE, is usually parametrized as

σE

E
=

ares
√

Ebeam(GeV)
, (2.4)
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Figure 3: (a) Dependence of(∆L/L)rec, as defined in Eqn. (2.3) on the polar angle pad size, lθ . (b)
The energy resolution, ares, for 250 GeV electrons as a function of the polar angle,θ covering the
polar angle range of the LumiCal.

where E andσE are, respectively, the central value and the standard deviation of the distribution of
the energy deposited in the sensors for a beam of electrons with energyEbeam. The parameter ares

is usually quoted as the energy resolution, a convention which will be followed here.

Figure 3b shows the energy resolution as a function of the polar angleθ for electron showers
with energy 250 GeV. The energy resolution parameter approaches minimal constant values be-
tweenθmin = 41 mrad andθmax = 67 mrad, where the shower is fully contained inside the calorime-
ter. The fiducial volume of LumiCal is thus defined to be the polar angular range

41< θ f < 67 mrad. (2.5)

Using only electron showers inside the fiducial volume of LumiCal, the energy resolution is esti-
mated to be ares= 0.21±0.02

√
GeV. No dependence on the electron energy is found in the energy

range from 50 to 300 GeV. In order to determine the energy of showering particles, the integrated
deposited energy in the detector has to be multiplied by a calibration factor. Here the calibration
factor is found to be constant in the same energy range.

For the chosen segmentation of about 300µm thick silicon sensors the expected range of
energy depositions in the pads was studied for the passage ofminimum ionizing particles (MIPs)
and for showers of 250 GeV electrons [11]. The energy deposition was converted to released
ionisation charge. The distribution of the charge in a single pad,Cpad, is shown in Figure 4a. It
ranges between 4< Cpad< 6×103 fC. The distribution of the maximal charge collected in a single
pad is shown in Figure 4b. About 95 % of electron showers signals are less than 5.4×103 fC.

The impact of the digitisation of the detector signal on the LumiCal performance was investi-
gated in Ref. [11]. It was shown that an ADC with 8 bits resolution is sufficient to keep the energy
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Figure 4: (a) Normalized distribution of the charge deposited in a detector pad, Cpad, by 250 GeV
electron showers. (b) Normalized distribution of the maximal charge collected in a single pad per
shower, Cmax

pad , for 250 GeV electron showers.

resolution quoted above. No bias in the energy measurement is found.

2.2 BeamCal Simulation Studies

BeamCal will be hit after each bunch-crossing by a large amount of beamstrahlung pairs. Their
number, energy and spatial distribution depends on the beamparameters and the magnetic field
inside the detector. Using the nominal ILC beam-parameter set [12], beamstrahlung pairs are
generated with the GUINEA-PIG program [13]. Inside the ILC detector an anti-DID field [14] is
assumed. Beamstrahlung pairs are simulated in the detector, using a program based on GEANT4.

The energy depositions in BeamCal per bunch crossing, up to several TeV as shown in Fig-
ure 5a, and the shape of these depositions allow a bunch-by-bunch luminosity estimate and the
determination of beam parameters with accuracies better than 10% [4].

For search experiments it is of interest to detect single high energy electrons on top of the
wider spread beamstrahlung pairs. Superimposed on the pairdepositions in Figure 5a is the local
deposition of one high energy electron, seen as the red spot at the right side. Using an appropri-
ate subtraction of the pair deposits and a shower-finding algorithm which takes into account the
longitudinal shower profile, the deposition of the high energy electron can be detected with high
efficiency, as shown in Figure 5b. This feature allows to suppress the background from two-photon
processes in a search e.g. for super-symmetric tau-leptons[15] in a large fraction of the parameter
space.

GEANT4 simulations are also used to determine the electromagnetic dose and the neutron
fluence in the sensors after one year of operation with nominal beam parameters. The electromag-
netic dose as a function of the radius in the sensor layer withthe largest depositions is shown in
Figure 6a. In the innermost ring of the calorimeter a dose of about 0.5 MGy is expected. Since the
dose is non-uniformly distributed as a function of the azimuthal angle, it approaches 1 MGy per
year in some sensor areas of the inner rings.
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Figure 5: (a) The distribution of depositions of beamstrahlung pairs after one bunch crossing on
BeamCal. Superimposed is the deposition of a single high energy electron (red spot at the right
side). The white area in the center allows space for the beam-pipes. (b) The efficiency to detect
single high energy electrons on top of the beamstrahlung background for electron energies of 75
(triangles), 150 (squares) and 250 (circles) GeV.
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Figure 6: (a) The dose in BeamCal sensors in MGy per year as a function of the radial distance
from the beam. (b) The fluence of neutrons per year inside the sensors of BeamCal as a function of
the sensor layer number using the cascade model of Bertini (full line) and the standard physics list
(dashed line).

The neutron fluence is estimated using two different physicslists in GEANT4. The first is
the standard electromagnetic shower simulation extended by electro- and photo-nuclear interac-
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Figure 7: The fluence of neutrons per 3x3 mm2 and year crossing a sensor of BeamCal with
energies below 1 MeV using the list with the cascade model of Bertini.

tions, and the second the specifically designed for describing neutron interactions using the cascade
model of Bertini [16]. Substantial differences, in particular in the fluence of low energy neutrons,
are found, as can be seen in Figure 6b. The maximum of the neutron fluence is by a factor of 4
larger in the second model. In addition the maximum is shifted deeper into the calorimeter and
the distribution is wider. At higher neutron energies the neutron spectra of both physics lists are
comparable [17].

The radial distribution of low-energy neutrons in a sensor layer is shown in Figure 7 for one
year of operation at nominal beam parameters. Using the cascade model of Bertini a neutron
fluence of 0.4× 1012 neutrons per mm2 and year is expected near the beam-pipe.

2.3 Pair Monitor Simulations

The pair monitor will consist of one layer of silicon pixel sensors, with pixel size of 400×400µm2,
just in front of BeamCal to measure the number density distribution of beamstrahlung pairs. This
distribution carries information on the bunch profile [18, 19]. Here we investigated the sensitivity
to the horizontal and vertical bunch sizes,σx and σy, and the ratio of the vertical displacement
between bunches crossing to their vertical size,∆y.

To reconstruct the beam profile several observables characterising the number density of pairs
at the front face of BeamCal are used [20]. Bunch crossings are simulated for certain ranges
of σx, σy and ∆y, and then each of these observables is fitted with a second order polynomial.
Then, bunch crossings are generated using a certain set of beam parameters andσx, σy, and∆y

are reconstructed with the inverse matrix method. Figure 8 shows the difference between the beam
parameters reconstructed and set in the simulation dividedby the latter, averaged over 50 bunch
crossings. These quantities are compatible with zero, and the relative uncertainties of the horizontal
and vertical beam sizes and the relative vertical displacement are given in Table 1.
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Figure 8: The relative deviations of the horizontal and vertical beam size, and the ratio of vertical
displacement to the vertical beam size for 50 bunch crossings which are measured by pair monitor.

σx σy ∆y

3.2% 10.1%. 8.0%

Table 1:
The estimated measurement accuracy of the horizontal (σx) and vertical beam size (σy), and ratio

of vertical displacement to the vertical beam size (∆y) measured with the pair monitor.

3. Mechanics

On the basis of the simulation results mechanical designs ofboth calorimeters are developed. To al-
low their installation after the beam-pipe is in place both calorimeters consist of two half-cylinders.
A schematic of a half cylinder of BeamCal is shown in Figure 9a. The tungsten absorber disks are

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) A half-cylinder of BeamCal. The brown block is the tungsten absorber structure
interspersed with sensor layers. The orange structure represents the mechanical frame. The blue
segments at the outer radius indicate the front-end electronics. In front of the calorimeter a graphite
shield is shown in gray. (b) A half-layer of an absorber disk assembled with a sensor sector and the
front-end read-out.
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Figure 10: The mechanical structure of LumiCal. Tungsten disks are precisely positioned using 4
bolts which are stabilized by additional steel rings on bothsides of the cylinder.

embedded in a mechanical frame stabilised by steel rods. Each layer is composed of the tungsten
half-disc surrounded by a brass half-ring as shown in Figure9b. Precise holes in the brass ring will
ensure the necessary position accuracy. The sensors are fixed on the tungsten and connected via a
flexible PCB to the front-end readout. The distance between two adjacent tungsten plates is kept
just below 1 mm to ensure the smallest possible Moliere radius. The sensors of BeamCal are struc-
tured into pads of about 8×8 mm2 size allowing the maximum electron detection efficiency [21].
Due to the required high radiation tolerance, GaAs sensors are foreseen. For the innermost part of
BeamCal, adjacent to the beam-pipes, also CVD diamond is considered.

The design of LumiCal is similar [22]. Since it is a precisiondevice special care is devoted
to the mechanical stability and position control. The tungsten half-discs are held by special bolts.
For a half barrel structure as shown in Figure 10 a finite element simulation is performed. The
calorimeter weight leads to a maximal vertical displacement of 20µm. For a temperature difference
of one degree Kelvin over a disk the deformation of the shape of the tungsten plate is estimated to
be 25µm. For LumiCal sensors made of high ohmic n-type silicon are foreseen. The thickness of
the sensors is 300µm. The p+ side is segmented in polar and azimuthal pads and the backside is
fully metalized. To keep the Moliere radius small the gap forthe sensors is 1 mm.

The signals on the pads of both calorimeters are lead by thin copper strips on a Kapton PCB
to the FE electronics positioned at the outer radius of the calorimeter.

4. Systematic Effects in the Luminosity Measurement

Several phenomena which may have an impact on the luminositymeasurement are considered here,
and methods how to control their impact are described. Theseare: pinch effect and beamstrahlung,
background from 2-photon processes, the resolution and scale of the electron energy measurement
and the beam polarisations.
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4.1 Beam-Beam Interaction

The acceleration of electrons and positrons towards the bunch center when bunches are crossing
changes their momentum, and electrons and positrons radiate beamstrahlung prior to Bhabha scat-
tering. In addition, final state particles are deflected inside the bunch. The result is a reduction of
the Bhabha counting rate in a given range of low polar angles.This reduction is found to depend on
the selection criteria for Bhabha events, and amounts for a certain selection to 1.51±0.05% [23] us-
ing nominal ILC beam parameters at 500 GeV centre-of-mass energy. The uncertainty stems from
the statistics in the simulation. The dominant contribution to the loss is due to beamstrahlung re-
ducing the centre-of-mass energy, leading to an effective centre-of-mass energy distribution called
luminosity spectrum.

In the measurement of the luminosity, the loss of Bhabha events has to be corrected for. The
impact of beamstrahlung can be estimated from the measured luminosity spectrum with an relative
uncertainty of about 10−3. The impact of the deflection inside the bunch depends mainlyon the
horizontal bunch-size,σx, and the bunch length,σz. Assuming that one can control these two
quantities with a relative uncertainty of 5% [4], the uncertainty of an correction to the luminosity
is about 1.5× 10−3.

Figure 11: The Feynman graph for the dominant process in four-fermion production.

4.2 Background from Four-fermion Production

Four-fermion production is known to have a large cross section with maxima at low polar angles.

It is dominated by a diagram as shown in Figure 11, where two virtual photons are exchanged
between electron spectators. We used the WHIZARD [24] eventgenerator to obtain samples of
events for final states with leptons in the inner legs. The generator was tuned to experimental data of
the process e+e− → e+e− c c̄ using data from LEP and other accelerators [25]. The cross-section of
four-fermion production amounts to 12.0±0.5 nb at 500 GeV when the momenta of the exchanged
photons are required to be larger than 0.1 GeV/c. The spectators remain at high energy. Less
than 1% of them hit the luminosity calorimeter and become a background for Bhabha events. A
Bhabha event sample has been generated with a cross-sectionof 4.70±0.03 nb at 500 GeV centre-
of-mass energy, using the BHLUMI [26] event generator. The LumiCal response is simulated
using BARBIE V4.3 [27], a GEANT3 based simulation program. The following event selection
criteria are applied: the polar angle of the reconstructed shower must be within the LumiCal fiducial
volume at one side and withinθmin+4 mrad andθmax - 7 mrad on the other. In addition, the total
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Figure 12: Hits originating from four-fermion interactions per bunch crossing on the first plane of
LumiCal at 500 GeV, before (left) and after (right) application of Bhabha event selection criteria.

energy deposited in both calorimeters must be more than 80% of the center-of-mass energy. These
criteria reduce the impact of beamstrahlung and deflection to the value given above [23]. The
selection efficiency is about 68%.

Four-fermion events in the LumiCal are to a large fraction rejected by the Bhabha selection
criteria. This is illustrated in Figure 12 where the hits of particles from the four-fermion final states
in the front plane of LumiCal are shown before and after applying the Bhabha event selection. The
fraction of four-fermion final states in the selected Bhabhaevent sample is 2.3×10−3.

At LEP energies agreement between measurements and modeling of four-fermion processes
was obtained within 20% [25]. Assuming conservatively thatat 500 GeV these processes will be
described within 40% a correction with an uncertainty of 0.9×10−3 can be applied to the measured
luminosity.

4.3 Effects of a Bias in the Energy Resolution and the Energy Scale

One of the criteria to select Bhabha events is the total energy measured in the calorimeters to
be larger than 80% of the centre-of-mass energy. A possible bias in the energy resolution or the
energy calibration will result in a change of the number of selected Bhabha events and hence in the
measured luminosity.

The selection efficiency for Bhabha events as a function of the required energy in the calorime-
ters is shown in Figure 13a. At the position of the cut in the measured calorimeter energy the slope
of the tangent to the function is about -1.8× 10−3. To keep the shift of the luminosity below 10−3,
the cut in the measured calorimeter energy must be controlled with a precision of about 400 MeV.
A study done allowing a constant offset in the measured energy leads to a similar requirement [28].

The effect of a bias in the energy resolution, ares in Eqn. (2.4), is illustrated in Figure 13b. We
estimate that ares can be controlled to about 10%, contributing to the luminosity uncertainty with
about 3×10−4 .
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Figure 13: (a) The selection efficiency for Bhabha events as afunction of the measured shower
energy, (b) The shift of the measured luminosity as a function of the bias in the energy resolution
parameter ares.

4.4 Impact of Electron and Positron Polarisation

To exploit the full physics potential of a linear collider, electron and positron beams will be po-
larised. Polarisation will also change the Bhabha cross section in the acceptance range of LumiCal
up to a few per cent [29]. In the current design the maximum values for electron and positron
polarisation are 0.8 and 0.6, respectively, with an uncertainty of 0.0025 [30]. Using these values
the shift in the Bhabha cross section is 2.3×10−2 with an uncertainty of 1.9×10−4.

4.5 Summary of Systematic Uncertainties

In addition to effects studied in this chapter also the impact of the polar angle resolution and polar
angle bias as estimated in section 2.1 are included. All uncertainties based on the current level
of understanding are summarised in Table 2. They are considered as being uncorrelated, leading
currently to a total uncertainty of 2.3× 10−3. The reduction of the largest uncertainty due to the
uncertainty of the luminosity spectrum needs further investigation. The energy scale uncertainty
and the energy resolution uncertainty may be reduced by a proper calibration.

5. Sensor Development

5.1 BeamCal

The challenge of BeamCal is to find sensors tolerating about aMGy of dose per year. So far
polycrystalline CVD1 diamond sensors of 1 cm2 size and larger sectors of GaAs pad sensors, as
shown in Figure 14, have been studied. Irradiation studies are done using a 10 MeV electron beam
at the sDALINAC accelerator [31]. Varying the intensity between 10 and 100 nA corresponding
to dose rates of 10 to 200 kGy/h. Since large area CVD diamond sensors are extremely expensive,

1Chemical Vapor Deposition
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source Value Uncertainty luminosity uncer-
tainty

σθ 2.2×10−2 100% 1.6×10−4

∆θ 3.2×10−3 100% 1.6×10−4

ares 0.21 10% 3×10−4

luminosity spec-
trum

1.5×10−3

bunch sizesσx, σz, 100nm, 300µm 5% 10−3

two photon events 2.3×10−3 40% 0.9×10−3

energy scale 400 MeV 10−3

polarisation, e−, e+ 0.8, 0.6 0.0025 1.9×10−4

total uncertainty 2.3× 10−3

Table 2:
The estimated systematic uncertainties on the luminosity measurement from all sources

considered above at a centre-of-mass energies of 500 GeV.

Figure 14: A prototype of a GaAs sensor sector for BeamCal with pads of about 30 mm2 area.

they may be used only at the innermost part of BeamCal. At larger radii GaAs sensors appear to be
a promising option.

5.1.1 GaAs Sensors

Large area GaAs sensors are obtained from the Siberian Institute of Technology. They are produced
using the liquid encapsulated Czochralski method and are doped with tin and tellur as shallow
donors and chromium as a deep acceptor.

Three batches with different concentrations of dopants areirradiated up to 1.2 MGy and the
charge collection efficiency, CCE, is measured as a functionof the absorbed dose. For all sensors a
MIP signal is separated from the pedestal up to a dose of 600 kGy. The charge collection efficiency
depends slightly on the dopant concentration. The sensors with a lower donor concentration show
a larger initial charge collection efficiency and the decrease of the charge collection efficiency as a
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Figure 15: The CCE as a function of the absorbed dose for the GaAs sensors with different donor
concentrations. The donor is Te for the batches 1 and 2 and Sn for batch 3.

function of the absorbed dose is less steep, as can be seen in Figure 15. The leakage current of a
pad at room temperature before irradiation is about 500 nA atan applied voltage of 100 V. After
irradiation the leakage current approaches 1µA. The pad capacitance is measured to 12 pF. The
results are consistent with previous measurements [32].

5.1.2 CVD Diamond Sensors

For polycrystalline diamond sensor samples the linearity of the response and the the leakage current
and the signal collection efficiency have been investigatedas a function of the absorbed dose [34].
The signal size depends linearly on the number of charged particles crossing the sensors for up to
5×106 particles in 10 ns. The leakage current at room temperature depends only slightly on the
absorbed dose up to doses of 7 MGy. The charge collection efficiency rises by a factor of two for
doses between 0.5 to 1 MGy, then drops smoothly approaching the charge collection efficiency of
a non-irradiated sensor. Provided the sensor is continuously irradiated, this efficiency is reached at
about 7 MGy.

5.2 Sensors for LumiCal

Prototypes of LumiCal sensors have been designed [33] and then manufactured by Hamamatsu
Photonics. A picture of a sensor is shown in Figure 16. Its shape is a ring segment of 30◦. The
thickness of the n-type silicon bulk is 320µm. The pitch of the concentric p+ pads is 1.8 mm and
the gap between two pads is 0.1 mm. The leakage current of a single pad as a function of the bias
voltage is shown in Figure 17a. Putting the neighboring padson ground stabilizes the measurement
and reduces the current values by a factor of two. The leakagecurrents of all the pads of one sensor
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Figure 16: A prototype silicon sensor for LumiCal

have been measured at a bias voltage of 500 V. All pads except one have a leakage current in the
range from 1 to 4 nA. Less than 5% of all pads have a break-through voltage below 500 V. For other
sensors the results are similar. The capacitance as a function of the bias voltage for a pad is shown
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Figure 17: (a) The dependence of the leakage current on the bias voltage for a single pad with and
without grounded neighbors. (b) The capacitance of a pad as afunction of the bias voltage.

in Figure 17b. At a voltage of 150 V the pad capacitance valuesare 25 pF for the largest pads and
10 pF for the smallest pads, respectively. Also shown is how the value of the full depletion voltage
is obtained. Values from 39 V to 43 V were found.

6. ASIC Developments

new particle

6.1 LumiCal Readout

The design of the LumiCal front–end electronics is done for the proposed detector architecture [35].
The front–end ASIC should work in two modes: the physics modeand the calibration mode. In
the physics mode electromagnetic showers will be measured with large energy depositions on the
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pads. The front–end ASIC should process signals up to at least 6 pC per channel. In the calibration
mode MIP-like signals from single relativistic muons should be measured. The minimim size of
these signals is 2 fC, corresponding to low end of the Landau distrdibution for MIPs in 300µm
thick silicon. The proposed sensor geometry results in a range of pad capacitances between 10 pF
and, considering also the readout pads, 100 pF. Because of the high expected occupancy, the front–
end ASIC should be fast enough to resolve signals from subsequent bunch crossings which are
separated in time by about 300 ns.

The simulations of LumiCal indicate that the shower reconstruction needs at least 8 bit pre-
cision. Severe requirements are set on the readout electronics power dissipation may be strongly
relaxed if switching of the power between bunch trains is done. This is feasible since in the ILC
experiments after each 1 ms bunch train there will be about 200 ms pause [12].

To fulfil the above specifications the general concept of the full readout chain comprising a
front-end electronics, a digitiser (ADC) plus zero suppression and a data concentrator with optical
driver is chosen. One ADC may serve for one or for more channels. In the following the design
and the measurements of prototypes of front–end and the ADC ASICs are presented.

(a) (b)

Figure 18: (a) Photograph of prototypes of the front–end ASIC and (b) the ADC ASIC

The prototype ASICs, as shown in Figures 18a and 18b, are fabricated in 0.35µm CMOS
technology. A more detailed discussions of the front–end ASICs can be found in Ref. [36] and of
the ADC ASICs in Ref. [37].

6.1.1 Front–end Electronics Design

The chosen front–end architecture comprises a charge sensitive amplifier, a pole–zero cancellation
circuit (PZC) and a shaper, as shown in Figure 19. In order to cope with large charges in the physics
mode and small ones in the calibration mode a variable gain inboth the charge amplifier and the
shaper is applied. The mode switch in Figure 19 changes effective values of the feedback circuit
components Rf, Cf, Ri, Ci and so changes the transimpedance gain of the front–end ASIC. The low
gain (large Cf) is used for the physics mode when the front–end processes signals from large charge
depositions in the sensor, while the high gain (small Cf) is used in the calibration mode. Assuming
high enough open loop gain of the pre-amplifier (Apre) and the shaper amplifier (Ash), the transfer
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Figure 19: Block diagram of the single front–end channel

function of this circuit is given as:

Uout(s)
I in(s)

=
1

CfCiRs
· s+1/CpRp

s+1/CfRf
· 1
(s+1/CiRi)(s+1/Cp(Rp||Rs))

. (6.1)

Setting properly the PZC parameters (CfRf = CpRp) and equalising shaping time constants (CiRi =

Cp(Rp||Rs)) one obtains the first order shaping, equivalent to a CR–RC filter, with a peaking time
Tpeak= CiRi. A simple first order shaping is chosen as a tradeoff between the noise and the power
dissipation. Regarding the noise a main requirement is to obtain in calibration mode the signal to
noise ratio (S/N) of about 10 for the largest sensor capacitances. Both of the amplifying stages
(Apre,Ash) are designed as the folded cascodes [38] with active loads,followed by the source fol-
lowers. In the prototype ASIC 8 front–end channels are implemented.

6.1.2 Front–end Electronics Measurements

Figure 20a shows the response of the front–end channel to charge injected through the input test
capacitance for different values of input capacitance (Cdet) within the interesting range. The sensor
capacitance is simulated with an external capacitor. It is seen that both, the amplitude and the
peaking time (∼70 ns), are not sensitive to the value of the input capacitance in agreement with
hspice simulations.

The output noise has been measured using a HP3400 true rms meter. The equivalent noise
charge (ENC) as a function of input capacitance is shown in Figure. 20b. Results obtained for the
physics and calibration modes are shown on the same plot. Since the HP3400 bandwidth is only
up to 10 MHz the numbers may by underestimated by about 20%. The ENC vs Cdet behaviour and
the measured values are generally in agreement with simulations. In particular, in the calibration
mode the signal to noise ratio of 10 is maintained for input capacitances up to about 100 pF. For
a few points additional noise measurements have been performed by measuring the output noise
spectra using a HP4195A spectrum analyser and then integrating it numerically. The results of such
measurements are added in Figure 20b. They agree within their uncertainties with the HP3400
measurements.

In order to test the effectiveness of the PZC circuit the front–end response has been mea-
sured as a function of the rate of input pulses. To avoid inputcharges of both polarities when
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Figure 20: (a) Output pulses in physics mode as a function of the input capacitance for Qin=3.3 pC
(b) Noise ENC measurements obtained with true rms meter for the front–end ASIC with passive
feedback

using a square–wave test signal, the staircase test waveforms are synthesised using the Tektronix
AWG2021 waveform generator. It was found that the change in amplitude reaches 2% for input
rates of about 3 MHz and is almost not sensitive to the input capacitance. The power consumption
of about 8.9 mW/channel is measured what confirms well the simulations.

6.1.3 ADC Design

As a compromise between speed, area and power consumption the ADC was designed using
pipeline technology. A 1.5-bit per stage architecture is chosen because of its simplicity and im-
munity to the offsets in the comparator and amplifier circuits. The prototype ADC consists of an
input sample and hold (S/H) circuit, 9 pipeline stages and digital correction circuitry. In addition
the power switching feature is also implemented.

6.1.4 ADC Performance Measurements

The static measurements of the Integral Nonlinearity, INL,and the Differential Nonlinearity, DNL,
obtained at a sampling frequency of 20 MHz, are shown in Figures 21a and Figures 21b. These
parameters are calculated using the histogramming method.The measured INL is always less than
1 LSB while the DNL is below 0.5 LSB. These results attest to very good ADC linearity. To
estimate the dynamic performance measurements with sinusoidal wave input are performed [39].
An example of a measured spectrum using a 1.8 MHz full scale (0dB) input signal sampled at
20 MHz is shown in Figure 22a. It is seen that the noise and harmonic components are small
enough not affecting significantly the resolution. The signal to noise ratio, SNHR, is measured as
a function of sampling frequency as shown in Figure 22b. An SNHR of about 58 dB is obtained in
the frequency range up to almost 25 MHz.
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Figure 21: Static measurements of (a) INL and (b) DNL errors at 20 MHz sampling frequency
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Figure 22: (a) Example of FFT measurement with fin=1.8 MHz and fclk=20 MHz, (b) ADC perfor-
mance as a function of the sampling rate

6.2 BeamCal Front-End ASIC Development

The BeamCal ASIC, designed for 180-nanometer TSMC technology, will be able to handle 32
channels. The two modes of operation require a front–end circuit capable of a wide performance
envelope: high slew rate for standard data taking, and low noise for calibration. In standard data
taking the occupancy is high, and therefore all data from a full bunch train must be recorded, to
be read out between bunch trains. Because of its reliability, density and redundancy possibilities,
a digital memory array will be used to store the data from all collisions in each bunch train. This
choice requires a sampling rate of 3.25MHz per channel, which is achieved by 10-bits, successive
approximation analog-to-digital converters [40]. The small size of this ADC architecture allows to
use one converter per channel.

In this front-end ASIC, the dominant noise source is the charge sensitive amplifier series noise.
Assuming 40 pF input capacitance, high occupancy and the 300ns period make it necessary a
careful design of noise filtering and baseline restoration [41].

In order to take advantage of all the time available for signal processing, the filter for calibra-
tion operation has been implemented using switched-capacitor, SC, circuits [42]. This technique
allows to precisely define the circuit time constants depending on the input clock frequency and the
ratio of two capacitors. Baseline restoration is achieved by means of a fast gated reset, followed
by a slow reset-release technique to reduce the effect of a split doublet. The slow reset-release is
implemented using SC circuits.
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Figure 23: Simplified BeamCal ASIC block diagram of a single channel

In standard data taking operation, an adequate noise power is effectively achieved by means
of a slow reset-release technique, similar to that used in calibration operation. An explicit filter for
standard data taking operation is unnecessary, as the amplifier bandwidth suffices for noise filtering
purposes.

Figure 23 shows a simplified block diagram for a single channel. In standard data taking oper-
ation, since it is unnecessary for filtering, the integratoris bypassed to reduce power consumption.

For design purposes, the transistor-level noise analysis has been carried out using the gm/ID

technique [43], which takes noise coefficients directly from SPICE simulation results. As this
is a gated front-end, the system-level noise analysis has been done using the weighting function
approach.

Since the system’s dominant noise source is series noise, a triangular-shaped weighting func-
tion effectively minimizes the output noise power. The negative slope section of the triangular
weighting function is easily implemented by means of an integrator – in this case, a SC integrator.
The positive slope section is achieved by means of the slow reset-release technique mentioned ear-
lier. The weighting function resulting from an ideal reset-release and a SC integrator is shown in
Figure 24, left; a more realistic weighting function, reconstructed from SPICE simulation results,
is shown in the right pane. In both cases, the target noise level is effectively achieved.

6.2.1 Circuit Implementation

The charge sensitive amplifier is a folded-cascode amplifierwith NMOS input device, connected to
a switched-capacitor feedback network. The amplifier inputtransistor is biased at 450µA whereas
the load works at about 50µA. The feedback network consist of two feedback capacitors of 0.9
pF and 44.1 pF for calibration and standard data taking modes, respectively. Both have a reset
transistor, with a gate voltage driven by the switched-capacitor reset-release network. The amplifier
output is pseudo-differential.

In order to isolate the amplifier from the filter’s SC-relatedkickback noise, a buffer circuit is
used. The buffer also allows signal shifting, producing a more adequate common-mode level for
the filter. The buffer consumes 130µA and consists of a source follower, with cascoded current
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Figure 24: Front–end weighting function assuming ideal components (left) and simulation results
(right) in the calibration mode

Figure 25: BeamCal Instrumentation ASIC Prototype

source and an additional device to keep a nearly constant VDS in the input transistor. This serves
the purpose of enhancing the buffer linearity.

The filter implemented is a fully-differential switched-capacitor integrator. Capacitor values
were carefully designed in order to obtain the adequate noise performance. The core of the inte-
grator is a class A/AB amplifier [44] that consumes 456µA.

The converter is a 10-bit, fully-differential successive approximation register ADC. The one
included in the BeamCal ASIC has 16 fF unit capacitances, andsimilar versions with 4 fF and 2 fF
unit capacitances were also designed for individual characterization.

The BeamCal ASIC prototype, similar to the ASIC described inFigure 23, but including only
three channels and no internal memory, was fabricated and iscurrently being tested. Figure 25
shows the 2.4 mm× 2.4 mm die.

6.2.2 Test Results

The ADC in the BeamCal ASIC has been quantitatively characterized, along with the additional
versions of the ADC using smaller unit capacitances. All thelinearity measurements have shown
excellent results. Figures 26a and 26b show the INL and DNL for the ADC using 2 fF capacitors.
The results are consistent with unit capacitance matching better than 0.1%. The INL cubic-like
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shape in Figure 26a is explained due to copper dishing effects, and will be corrected in future
versions by re-arranging the capacitor array connections.
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Figure 26: Results of (a) the INL and (b) the DNL errors using 2fF unit capacitors.

6.3 Pair Monitor

A prototype ASIC has been designed with 36 readout cells arranged as an array of 6 x 6, as shown
in Figure 27. Each cell has an amplifier block, comparator, 8-bit counter and 16 count-registers.
The amplifier block consists of charge sensitive pre-amplifier, threshold block and differential-
amplifier. The pre-amplifier is a constant-current feedback-type amplifier. The time-over-threshold
of the output signal is proportional to the injected charge through the constant current feedback
in the pre-amplifier. In the 8-bit counter, the gray code is used to count the number of hits. The
16 count-registers are prepared to store hit counts in one bunch train subdivided in 16 time slices.
There are also decoders which select a count-register to store and readout the hit count. A shift
register to select a readout pixel, data transfer to the output line and distributor of the operation
signals are arranged around the 36 readout cells as a glue logic. The bonding pad is prepared in
each cell to be attached to a sensor with bump bonding. The prototype ASIC has been produced
with TSMC 0.25-µm CMOS process. The chip size is 4×4 mm2, and the readout cell size is 400
× 400µm2. The chip was packaged in PGA144 for the operation tests.

Figure 28 shows the response of the counter block. The state of the counter bits changes at
each test pulse indicating a bunch crossing. The number of hits is measured in 16 time slices of a
bunch train. The data stored will then read out during the inter-train time. The test is performed
counting the hits in each time slice with a count rate is set to4 MHz, larger than expected at the
ILC. The number of hits was counted without any bit lost.

We also studied the noise level in the circuit. The count efficiency was investigated as a
function of the threshold voltage at the comparator. Fitting the efficiency curve with the error
function, a standard deviation of 0.94 mV was obtained. Withthe gain of 1.6× 10−3 mV per
electron, this corresponds to an ENC of about 600 electrons.

As the next step, a pair-monitor prototype will e built in Silicon On Insulator technology.
The sensor and readout ASIC will be prepared on the same wafer. This prototype will be used to
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Figure 27: Picture of the prototype of the pair monitor readout ASIC and schematic diagram of
the circuit in a readout cell. The readout cell consists of the amplifier, comparator, 8-bit counter,
and 16 count-registers.

Figure 28: Output signals from the counter block. The lower 3bits of the 8-bit counter are shown.
The test-pulse timing corresponds to the bunch crossing frequency if the ILC.

investigate apart of the standard characteristics also theradiation tolerance. Currently, an ASIC is
developed in OKI 0.2µm FD-SOI CMOS technology.
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